
Over the 30+ years I’ve been in this business, I’ve seen many, many people begin their 
business then quit because they think that, “If this doesn’t work, they’ll try something else.” 

I assume this gives them a way out; a reason to quit down the road.  However, this attitude 
generally leads to failure. 

You need to quit looking at the next opportunity and focus entirely on your current 
endeavor. 

There have been tales throughout history, of commanders burning their boats so there could 
be no thought of retreat.  One such story is of William the Conqueror when he invaded 
England in 1066. He ordered all the boats burned when they reached England. 

If you look back at your failures, you probably know in your heart you did not give it your all. 
It’s one of the biggest reasons why people fail in this business. Do you understand? 

Let that lack of commitment end now! 

Napoleon Hill (Author of Think and Grow Rich), used the term Drifting. A drifter is one who 
permits himself to be influenced and controlled by circumstances outside of his own mind. The 
greatest defense against this is thinking for yourself and free will. Free will is the greatest 
paradox for the human condition because you can focus on negative and positive. 

Laziness + Indifference = Procrastination = Drifting 

You can find this in his book Outwitting the Devil.  This was written in 1938, but was 
considered too controversial to publish. So, wasn’t published until 2011. 

The book is an interrogation of the Devil by Napoleon Hill. In it, the devil says, “My greatest 
weapon over human beings by which I gain control of their minds, is the habit of drifting.”  

The Devil also says: “I cause people to allow me to do their thinking for them because they are 
too lazy and too indifferent to think for themselves.” 

You are more than what you think you are. Take the step today to stop being lazy and cease 
to be indifferent and give all to your business today. And tomorrow. And the day after that. 

It won’t be long before you see your business becoming more successful and you happier with 
yourself. 



If You Want It, You Have To Expect It !!! 
 

I have a cat appropriately named Pudge.  She’s a big girl as you 
can see by the picture below.  Pudge’s favorite toy is a six foot 
length of twine.  She loves you to pull it around as she scampers 
around behind it trying to catch it.  You have to keep in on the 
ground as she is limited to ground pursuit.  Jumping for 
something isn’t her strength. 

She doesn’t play with the piece of twine on her own, but Pudge 
will lay on that piece of twine for hours waiting for someone to 
come and start pulling it for her.  And, sure enough, if you walk 
by and see her laying on that piece of string and looking up at 
you pleadingly, you can’t help but grab the end and start 
pulling that string around the room.   

Nancy and I are able to walk by her once, maybe twice without 
touching the twine, but her expectations of that twine moving 
are so great that you find yourself compelled to pull it for her. 

That piece of twine gets pulled because Pudge expects it to be 
pulled. 

A definition of expectation is “anticipating with confidence of 
fulfillment.”  A definition of confidence is “the state or quality 
of being certain.”  So, expectation is “anticipating with 
certainty that you will have what you want.”  

Having realistic expectations and working to achieve them is the most important part of any personal 
philosophy or belief system for attaining success. 

When I say realistic, I’m not saying to keep your goals modest so they’re easily attained.  But when you do 
make a goal, it has to be followed up with a plan on how you are going to achieve it.  If you can set a goal 
that pushes the envelope a little but you can justify it by creating a plan showing how you will reach that 
goal, then you will have an expectation; a certainty that what you want you will get. 

I’ve asked distributors about their expectations for their business and have received a wide variety of 
answers.  Most people have wishes, not expectations.  They may say they want to make $5000 a month 
from the business.  But, when questioned deeper, you find out they don’t really expect to make $5000 a 
month, it’s just a hope, a wish.   

Having a goal without a plan and without expectation of it really happening is why people don’t get what 
they want in life. 

Some even go so far as to say they don’t really have any expectations.  But, this is not possible if they 
desire something from their business.  In fact, saying you have NO expectations is saying you expect to 
fail.  If there is something you want in life, then you either expect to get it or expect not to get it.  There is 
no neutral ground when it comes to something you desire.  You can’t have NO expectations.  

Your expectations are responsible for what you have in life.  If you expect to fail at something, the odds 
are you will.  If you expect to succeed, you most likely will.  As Henry Ford said, “If you think you can do 
a thing or think you can’t do a thing, you’re right.”   

So, be like Pudge.  Expect that string to move and as night follows day, it will move! 



Target Marketing – From Zero to #1 Seller 
 

We talk about targeting the right people for your product, but just how valuable is it to 
know your audience? 

Here’s a quick case study of a deodorant that became a top seller through nothing more 
than pinpoint targeting of its customers: 

In Brandwashed: Tricks Companies use to Manipulate Our Minds and Persuade Us to 
Buy, we learn how Axe Deodorant took over their market through targeting. 

Unilever executive David Cousino tells us that Unilever first analyzed the potential male 
deodorant user by breaking men down into six profiles: 

• The Predator -- He takes advantage of drunk girls, and lies about his job and 
where he lives 

• Natural Talent -- Athletic, smart, and confident. He doesn't need to lie to score 
• Marriage Material -- Humble and respectful, he's the sort of guy you want to bring 

home to Mom and Dad 
• Always the Friend -- He always hits that glass ceiling 
• The Insecure Novice -- He has absolutely no clue what he's doing, and things get 

awkward fast -- the geeks and nerds 
• The Enthusiastic Novice -- He has absolutely no clue what he's doing, but he's 

outgoing and tries valiantly anyway 

Based on these six profiles, they chose to target the ‘Insecure Novice,’ since these are 
the guys who need the most help in getting women. 



And frankly, this is the target market that could most easily be persuaded into buying a 
product – ANY product – that could potentially help them get over their nerdiness and 
get the woman. Or women. Lots of women. 

The next step was to create the ads. Research showed that the ultimate male fantasy 
isn’t to have just one woman – it’s to be irresistible to several sexy women at once.  

That’s why the TV ads proclaim that if you use Axe Deodorant, you will get the girls. ALL 
the girls. 

The result? Axe came out of nowhere to be the #1 male antiperspirant/deodorant brand. 

Notice they weren’t targeting EVERY man. They didn’t target married men, old men, 
men who could already get women on their own and so forth. They targeted ONE 
demographic – men in their 20’s and 30’s who were nerdy and had trouble getting 
women. 

But in the process, they had a great deal of crossover into the other groups as well.  

This is an added benefit of targeting that most marketers don’t realize. They think in 
order to get the biggest share of the market, they must target everyone.  

But when you target everyone, you tend to get almost no one. Paradoxically, when you 
target one specific group, you tend to get customers from all the other groups as well.  

One side note: In this case, Axe’s marketing worked almost TOO well. High school kids 
were completely dousing themselves in Axe, thinking they would get every girl in class 
to fall all over them.  

Instead, school districts complained of kids reeking of the cologne-like smell.  

How could Axe have fixed this? Perhaps by cautioning its users that because of the 
power of Axe, a normal amount was actually more effective than going full coverage.  

Instead, Axe backpedaled a bit from their original campaign, and sales declined. 

Which is another lesson – when you find a target market that works for your product – 
or better still, you target your product to the right market – don’t change what’s 
working. 

Here’s what you can do:  

• Make a list of potential target markets for your next product. 
• From that list, choose the market – or demographic – you want to target. 
• Create a profile of ONE person in that market – this is your ideal customer. 
• Tailor your product and your message to that one person. 
• Dance around your office as you see the sales come flooding into your in box. 

Stop targeting everyone and start targeting your ideal customer. Once you do, it will 
become clear how you should market, where you’ll find your customers, and how to get 
them on board. 

And yes, your sales will almost certainly increase. 



What Are You Willing To Do? 
I don’t enjoy the Olympics like I did when I was a kid.  But, one thing that hasn’t changed is the respect I have 
for the athletes.  It’s hard to imagine the time, effort, dedication and sacrifice that goes into making an Olympic 
athlete. 

There are many great examples but Apolo Ohno comes to mind.  During the Winter 
Olympics in Vancouver he set an Olympic world record by winning his 7th gold 
medal. 
During one of the interviews before the Olympics, Apolo revealed one of the secrets 
to his success.  He told about something his father did that turned out to be the 
turning point in his life that allowed him to win medals in three different Olympic 
Games. 

Apolo has been skating since he was a young child. But he wasn’t always serious about being one of the top 
skaters in the world. In fact, at times he was an out of control kid.  His focus came when he was 15 and his 
father challenged him to set some life goals.  To really think about what he wanted to do with his life. 
Apolo’s father took him to a cabin and told him to think about a goal that he could dedicate his life, mind and 
soul to. Something that he would sacrifice himself for. After 8 days alone in the cabin, Apolo called his father 
and told him he had his goal.  He wanted to be the faster skater in the world. 
But, the goal was just the beginning.  Then came the years of sacrifice to turn himself into one of the greatest 
speed skaters in the world.  
Knowing what you want out of life is certainly the first step. But the second step, making the sacrifice to make 
it happen, is even more important. Many people express the desire, but when it comes to actually making 
sacrifices that are painful, it’s an entirely different matter. This is why I find Olympic athletes so inspiring!  
Nelson Bunker Hunt, Texas Oil Billionaire, said, “First, you decide what you want specifically; and second, 
you decide if you're willing to pay the price to make it happen, and then pay that price." 
That’s a great quote and, if you had the opportunity to get to know every successful athlete in the winter games, 
you would find out that each one went through this process. And, more importantly, they made many sacrifices 
and took many risks to make it happen.  
The same is true with every single successful businessman. While they may want others to think it was easy for 
them, that they were smarter than everyone else, the truth is they put in a lot of work and constantly made 
sacrifices to become better and better.  And more importantly, they understood what it took to get what they 
wanted in life AND made every sacrifice they needed to in order to make it happen.  
When you started your business, you were doing it so that you could have freedom, security and stuff, like a 
new car, or big screen TV or to move your family to a better neighborhood or to help in your retirement.  But, 
maybe these things didn’t seem as important when you realized the work and sacrifice it would take to get them.   
Much like Apolo Ohno's father, there are many times I would love to put certain distributors of mine in a cabin 
for a week and tell them to figure out what they really want before they come out. Then, when they told me they 
knew and were ready to leave, I would ask them a simple question…"Ok, now you know what you want, tell 
me what you’re willing to do to make it happen?" If they didn't have a good, concise answer, I'd send them 
straight back into the cabin until they did have one. 
In spite of everything you may want to believe, people who achieve great things in business or in life, sacrifice 
greatly.  Instead of watching TV, they work on their business.  Instead of buying a new car, they spend the 
money on advertising.  They use vacation money to purchase inventory.  They give up sleep and time with 
friends to grow their business.  So, if you truly want the success you say you do, you just have to ask yourself 
one question… 
“What are you willing to do?”  Then do it! 



Get a Booth at a Market
We know that farmers markets, flea markets, 
and even popup stores might not sound like 
the savviest ways to sell products, especially 
if you’re focusing on building an online busi-
ness. But nothing beats speaking to potential 
customers one-on-one and selling to them 
directly, especially early on when you're still 
building your company and you'll do next to 
anything to get that first sale. The one thing 
you’ll learn from running an online business is 
how important it is to get customer feedback 
to see what they like and don't like about your 
products and how you promote them.

That’s why we think it’s a good idea for peo-
ple who are starting ecommerce businesses 
to try selling in the physical retail world. You’ll 
quickly get an idea of what people think of 
your product and your brand. And you might 
even make some good money along the way.

Get Ready for Some “Dirt-ache”

Farmer’s markets and flea markets in parti-
cular are hard work. It’s no joke. The hardest 
days we have ever worked in our life were 
running booths at flea markets. Here’s why:

They start pretty early – Chances are you’ll 
be getting up at the crack of dawn, loading 
your car or truck with your tents, chairs, dis-
play cases and merchandise. 

There is a lot of manual labor – Aside 
from standing on your feet most of the day, 
sometimes in pretty hot weather, you are 
responsible for lugging around merchandise 
and equipment as well as setting it all up and 
tearing it all down. 

You end the day filthy – There is no way 
around this. One day at the flea market will 
get you dirtier than a full day of gardening. 
So if you’re planning dinner arrangements 
afterwards, make sure you have enough time 
to go home and clean up. 

Finally, consider having someone help you 
or at least come by to relieve you at some 
point in your day. If you are looking after a 
booth all by yourself and you need to go to 
the restroom, well, you either have to risk 
leaving your booth unattended, asking your 
neighbor to watch over your stuff or worse, 
holding it in.

Now for the Good News

Aside from all the hard work and dirt that 
comes along with running your own flea 
market booth, you may come out making a 
decent chunk of cash at the end of the day 
(which will definitely be deserved) and most 
importantly you’ll obtain one-on-one feedback 
with real people.

The Most Important Thing: Get People to 
Sign Up to Your Marketing Lists

The worst mistake you can make when 
operating a booth is not getting the people 
you meet on your marketing lists. The sooner 
you can build your marketing lists, the better 
shape you will be in down the road. As matter 
of fact, building your marketing lists should 
be a top priority every day you’re in business, 
no matter what you’re doing. These lists will 
be incredibly valuable years down the road 
when they are full of thousands of people. So 
start building them now.

Here are some tips for building your lists 
out in the real world:

Have people Like your Facebook page on 
the spot – If you have a good conversation 
with someone at your booth, ask them to Like 
your Facebook page on their mobile phone. 
If they don’t have Facebook on their phone, 
ask if you can get their name to reach out to 
them later.

Collect email addresses – We would go 
as far to say that emails might be more 
important than Facebook fans and friends. 
Simply because email will always be around 
while social networks may come and go with 
popularity. If you are really thinking long-term, 
building your email list might be the smarter 
strategy.

Depending on the disposable budget you 
have for your business, it’s definitely a good 
idea to stock up on some physical signage 
and business cards.

Since you’re coming in as an online mer-
chant, be sure to brand your domain name. 
Remember, you’re building a brand not just 
a business. So get that domain name out in 
front of people and make sure your domain 
name is on:

- Your business cards
- Your booth sign
- Any flyers or coupons

How to Accept Payments

Nowadays, it's important to accept various 
methods of payments. Most booth operators 
simply accept cash because they don't even 
have an online presence. Since you're main 

business in online and you accept credit 
cards through your online store, there's no 
reason you shouldn't accept credit cards at 
a farmers market, trade show, flea market or 
popup store.

What if Your Products are a Flop?

Say, after a few weekends of selling your 
products at the market, you find that most 
people just don’t seem interested in what 
you’re trying to sell.

Perhaps the demographic at those markets 
is the wrong niche. People there might be 
looking for a super deal and only come with 
a little cash on them. Maybe your product 
just isn't a good fit for the venue. So don’t be 
discouraged – and remember:

Your Target Audience or Customer 
Base – For the people who did resonate 
with your product - did they match your 
target persona? Did the experience help 
define your target personas better? Keep 
painting a picture of these ideal customers 
in your mind!

Feedback – Are you learning what real 
people like in terms of your product 
selection? What inventory can people do 
without? If you’re selling your own product 
– what did people like? What did they 
dislike? Carefully record these finding for 
future product development.

Remember to get people to give you feed-
back. Maybe they are the wrong customers 
for your product, that’s okay. They still might 
have excellent feedback on what you’re 
trying to do.

The Ultimate Goal with Selling in the 
Physical Retail World

It’s possible to devise a strategy where you 
employ people to man booths all over your 
country. That could be an interesting model 
that works for moving your product. However, 
most people will find that after a summer 
of hitting up the markets, the grind really 
isn’t very scalable for growing a business. 
But trying to make millions from selling your 
products at a flea market isn’t the point. 
The point is about getting used to selling 
your products for the first time, getting to 
know your first customers. It’s about getting 
real feedback, understanding the emotions 
people have when they first see your product. 
Listening to the language they use, taking in 
the overall customer experience.

You’ll appreciate your first customers, your 
first sales and the marketing lists you built. 
And most importantly, the feedback you 
received from real people who were willing to 
discuss what they liked and didn’t like about 
your product.



Welcome
We’re excited to showcase our New Authorized Dealers  

that joined our team in January!
Terry Moody
Ernest Brooks
Tanise Thomas
Dennis Lowery
George Angle
Scott Markham
Chey Barnes
Dennis Sterling
James Jennings
Iris Powers
David Devine
Aaron Barbe
John Cole
Keith Pierson
David Bean
Shalom  Roberts 
Bogdan Fursov
Robert Frank

Roy Ramkissoon
Mitchell Donovan
Timothy Young
Mark Mason
Becky Mccullah
Larry  Cohen
Home Defense 
Surplus
Jason Freese
Donald Putt
Dennis Higgs
Kevin Foster
Sylvia Neal
Ifeanyi Nwanoro
Dina Campola
Talitha Fetty
Floyd Rogers
Brian Baim

Louis Walker
Mary Conley
Marie Cajigas
Matthew Tyson
Alex Thole
Sandra Day
Jodie Underwood
Sandy Carter
Josh Rodeheaver
Terrace Mirabal
Jorge  Berrios
John Fontenot
Don Taylor
William  Rayburn
Lisa Sanders
Hector Medina
David Nolan
Sergio Jauregui

Barry Bashist
Peter Shah
Al  T Cooper
Hung Tran
Teresa Edwards
Chuong Nguyen
Valdez Lasartemay
Lucy Simons
Larry Farnsworth
Carlos Rivera
Darin Richins
Gerardo Ochoa
Joseph Zurlo
Debra Cloud
Michelle Leitzel
Robert Orr
Yvette Wilson
Barry Zeltzer

Donald Sloane
Kenny Frazier
Radames Vazquez
Pete McNees
Pam Peake
Kim Barnard
Lee Sage
Octavio Espadas
Karla Gragg
Robby Spradling
Tom Hayes
Christopher Lamou-
reux
Jeffrey Thornberry
Jamie Gummo
Kenny Rhynes
Sandra Dunn
Sandra Day

Michael Young
Ron Eckerson
Mike Resler
Thomas Outen
Stephen Bell
Robert Aldrich
Joseph Garcia
Tariq Iqbal
Mike Durkin
Marie Faulk
Erica Morrison
Christine Watson

The Wildfire 18% pepper spray dispenser with flip-top actuator is just what you need for non-le-
thal self-defense. This product contains 3/4 ounce of the hottest oleoresin capsicum (OC) pepper 
on the market. The pepper spray within the dispenser is pressurized with CO2 and mixed with a 
non-toxic vegetable dye to assist in identifying assailants after an attack.

With this easy-to-use dispenser, you will be ready and able to deploy between 6 and 10 one-
second bursts of streaming pepper spray at a range of between 6 and 8 feet. Any attacker will 
instantly be repelled by 3 million SHUs of heat. This is law enforcement strength, by the way. 
Being hit in the face with pepper spray immediately causes pain, irritates the respiratory system, 
and induces inflammation.

The dispenser itself features a flip-top actuator that makes it easy to retrieve and deploy the 
pepper spray in one, seamless motion. The dispenser includes a handy clip for fastening the pep-
per spray to your belt, the outside of your purse, or even a jacket flap.

Self-Defense at Your Fingertips

Wildfire 18% pepper spray is designed to be the ultimate non-lethal self-defense product. It of-
fers easy to deploy self-defense at your fingertips. Whether you decide to carry the dispenser in 
a bag or purse, or you clip it to your belt for easy access, you will have the confidence of knowing 
that you are prepared should you encounter a dangerous situation.

Pepper spray is used by police agencies across the country because it works. You can carry the 
same effective stopping power on your person with the Wildfire 3/4-ounce dispenser with flip-
top actuator. Wildfire pepper spray is affordable, effective, convenient, and made right here in 
the USA. What more could you ask for in a non-lethal self-defense product?

SKU: WF-18-MEDFT 
Retails for: $11.95
Your Cost: $7.29 

Your PROFIT: $4.66

This Month's Featured Safety Technology Product! 
WildFire 3/4 oz Flip-Top Actuator
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Advanced SEO Club - Regular Step-By-Step TRAINING WEBINARs to show you how to generate HIGHLY TARGETED Traffic 
that produces more sales by sharing the newest cutting edge techniques. Monthly Q & A Call to answer all your ques-
tions. FREE links EVERY MONTH to help with rankings in the search engines. And even more! Visit https://gunas.com/
product/advanced-seo-club/ for more details.

Live Chat Service - Can Provide up to a 20%+ increase in conversion rates. Everyone knows that quality customer service 
plays a crucial role in increasing business. The good news is that once your customers experience superior service they’ll 
spread the word about you resulting in quality referrals. Learn More here: https://gunas.com/product/live-chat-service/

Social Signals - Social Signals have emerged as the new SEO and have never been more important than they are today.
Some of the most popular online websites have something in common today − they all have Social Signals. Learn More
here: https://gunas.com/product/social-signals-with-manual-comments-articles-video-press-release/

Ramp Up Your Business With These Safety Technology Resources...

The efficiency of the order/shipping department is a wonder to behold. As you may know, this is not always the case with vendors, 
especially those who drop ship. This helps me with quick accurate shipments which makes me look good to my customers.

Gene Brenner

Dealer Speak

Trivia
1. In which city did Rosa Parks famously refuse to give up her seat on the bus? 

2. What is the common term for bovine spongiform encephalopathy, a disease that causes degeneration of 

the brain and spinal cord in cattle?

3. Which painter started the impressionist movement?

4. The famous Actreess Winona Ryder had what last name at birth?

5. What island state was formerly known by the name Formosa?

6. Cogito ergo sum, "I think, therefore I am", is a Latin phrase by which philospher?

7. Who is the former drummer for Nirvana that went on to become the frontman for the Foo Fighters?

8. What is professional wrestler John Cena's famous catchphrase?

9. Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt and Herbert Hoover all belonged to which political party?

10. When found on a beer bottle, what does the acronym IPA stand for?

1.Montgomery Alabama, 2. Mad cow disease; 3. Claude Monet, 4. Horowitz; 5. Taiwan (Republic of China); 6. René Descartes; 7. David Grohl; 8. 
You can't see me!; 9. Republican; 10. India Pale Ale
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